Online social networks, such as Facebook, have been massively growing over the past decade. Recommender algorithms are a key factor that contributes to the success of social networks. These algorithms, such as friendship recommendation algorithms, are used to suggest connections within social networks. Current friending algorithms are built to generate new friendship recommendations that are most likely to be accepted. Yet, most of them are weak connections as they do not lead to any interactions. Facebook is well known for its Friends-of-Friends approach which recommends familiar people. This approach has a higher acceptance rate but the strength of the connections, measured by interactions, is reportedly low. The accuracy of friending recommendations is, most of the time, measured by the acceptance rate. This metric, however, does not necessarily correlate with the level of interaction, i.e., how much friends do actually interact with each other. As a consequence, new metrics and friending algorithms are needed to grow the next generation of social networks in a meaningful way, i.e., in a way that actually leads to higher levels of social interactions instead of merely growing the number of edges. In this paper, we develop a novel approach to build friendship recommender algorithms for the next-generation social networks. We first investigate existing recommender systems and their limitations. We also highlight the side effects of generating easily accepted but weak connections between people. To overcome the limitations of current friending algorithms, we develop a clustering-based interaction-driven friendship recommender algorithm and show through extensive experiments that it does generate friendship recommendations that have a higher probability of leading to interactions between users than existing friending algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Digital Information has been exchanged through the World Wide Web for several years. According to [1] , 98% of all stored data in the world in 2015 were of digital form. This data can be reached by about 1 billion users who are connected to the Internet. IDC's ''Digital Universe'' reported that the digital data exchanged in the World Wide Web will reach 40 trillion gigabytes in 2020 [2] . The report estimated that there will be more than 5 thousands gigabytes for every person on Earth. Searching and finding relevant information within this gigantic amount of data is challenging [3] , [4] . Therefore, recommendation algorithms were introduced to The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Massimo Cafaro .
help overcome this challenge [4] - [7] . A particularly challenging type of recommender algorithms are friendship recommendation algorithms used in large scale social networks.
Friending algorithms are used to find and connect people. Facebook, for example, is well known for its friending algorithm which recommends friendship connections [8] , [9] . The approach Facebook uses is a Friends-of-Friends (FoF) algorithm which is designed to recommend connections between already-known people. Facebook recommends billions of friendship connections among its 2.41 billion monthly active users [9] , [10] .
Interaction is an essential part of relationships and it is one of the main reasons behind seeking online friendships [11] . Since the Facebook approach recommends already-known people, the acceptance rate of its FoF algorithm is high. VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ However, most of the connections recommended by Facebook' FoF do not lead to any interactions. Based on our collected dataset explained in Section III-B, Table 1 shows that the interaction rate amongst declared friends is considerably low. Simply put, current friendship recommender algorithms are focused more on increasing the number of connections and less on the quality of the connections.
The key motivation behind our research is to develop a novel friendship recommendation algorithm that can be used to generate a new type of social networks where interactions are exchanged at a substantially higher rate than in current social networks. Our research has direct social and business impacts. A study was conducted by the UK Ministry of Housing, Community and Local Government emphasized that interactions are proven to have positive physical as well as mental health impacts on people. While our research would contribute in improving people's social life by promoting interactive relationships, it would also contribute particularly in reducing the phenomenon of social isolation that has become increasingly challenging among certain segments of the population, e.g., the elderly. In [12] , [13] the authors expressed the view that, as people age, they are more likely to struggle with being socially isolated which can have negative impacts on their mental and physical health. In addition, this research would also contribute in increasing the business profitability of social networks. Clemons [14] emphasized that the 4 Ps including Participatory are essential to ''ensure traffic''. The author argues that active participation and interactions are one of the keys for the success of a social network business.
Paper Organization
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we overview some related work about the most well-known recommender systems with more focus on friending algorithms. In Section 3, we explain our data collection process. In particular, we describe the real social networks data that we fetched to test our proposed friending approach. We also present a brief analysis of our dataset. In Sections 4 and 5, we present our interaction-driven friending (IDF) approaches and demonstrate how they generate better friendship recommendations than Facebook's FoF approach. In Section VI, we present our clustering-based IDF algorithm. Finally, in Section 7, we present the results of our experiments on real datasets that illustrate how our algorithm compares to previous ones.
II. RELATED WORK A. RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS
Collaborative filtering and content-based recommender algorithms are two of the most common types of recommendation algorithms. Collaborative filtering has been successfully used in many applications to recommend products and services [6] , [15] . Unlike content-based algorithms, a collaborative filtering approach is not totally dependent on the ''central'' user's profile. The algorithm also computes other users' behaviors to create a nearest-neighbors circle of users with similar behaviors to the central user [6] , [16] , [17] . Further behaviors of the computed neighbors play a main role in computing new recommendations to the central user. For example, Amazon uses a similar approach for their famous suggestion ''Customers who bought this item also bought [18] .
Content-based recommendation algorithms are dependent on users' content, such as their profile, preferences, interests and likes/dislikes, as the main driver to compute recommendations [19] , [20] .
The success of collaborative filtering and content-based algorithms in suggesting items did not expand to recommending friendships between users. An extensive study [19] was conducted on testing the effectiveness of recommender algorithms in suggesting friendship connections. The study tested the following approaches: 1) Content-Matching (CM) 2) Content-Plus-Link (CPL) 3) Friends-of Friends (FoF) and 4) SONAR algorithms CPL is a content-filtering algorithm that discloses the social link path between the target 1 user and the recommended user. This is done to justify the decision of the recommendation. The SONAR algorithm is built with the same intention as the FoF algorithm which is to find already known people but with intense input. This is because SONAR uses public databases, i.e., publication databases, patent databases, organizational charts, etc. This study dissects recommendation algorithms and identifies their capabilities in recommending friendship connections. Table 2 summarizes the experimental results of the study.
The study concluded that algorithms built to find and suggest relationships between already known people result in a considerably higher acceptance rate than other approaches. The key behind this success is to not recommend strangers to people. Although both content-based filtering algorithms (CM and CPL) were able to recommend friendships between users based on their similarity, they failed against the FoF approach in terms of acceptance rate.
B. INTERACTION PROBLEM IN EXISTING FRIENDING ALGORITHMS
Several studies reported the lack of interactivity amongst declared friends in Facebook. A study was conducted on a Facebook dataset of 4.2 million users which showed that users interact with an average of 15.1% [21] . In this study, this result is the best case scenario of the Facebook's FoF algorithm assuming that all of these interactions came from relationships recommended by the algorithm and not found by the users themselves.
Another study conducted on the interactions of Facebook's users reached the same conclusion about the lack of interactions between friends in Facebook [22] . The authors derived an interaction graph from a Facebook's social graph dataset by eliminating all non-interactive social connections. They found that the interaction graph is substantially smaller than the entire social graph. The study concluded that a recommended connection does not always translate into a meaningful (interactive) relationship and that interactive relationships are essential for the success of a social network.
To conclude, the FoF algorithm outperformed advanced filtering algorithms in terms of acceptance rate and it is a useful approach to find connections that will most likely be accepted. However, further filtering is needed to find interactive connections among Friends-of-Friends.
III. DATASET
We developed a web crawler that fetches publicly available users' profiles from Facebook.com. Only public data are fetched. For anonymity we replace users' IDs with random numeric IDs. Publicly available user profiles are not any different from private user profiles. Both profiles contain the same set of attributes. The only difference between the two is that one profile can be accessed by anyone while the other can only be accessed by the respective user's declared friends.
Every user's profile we collected has six different types of data:
1) User ID. Commenting or liking one's own post is NOT counted as an interaction with that post. To ensure that we collect an effective dataset, we ran our crawler in different regions of the US and the UK. As a result, we have accumulated 16624 user profiles in total. In order to test our algorithms on a given user from the collected dataset, that user needs to have his/her friends' list public and all his/her declared friends' profiles are collected in our dataset. Therefore, we ran a simple code on the collected dataset to find and return all user IDs whose profiles are publicly available and whose declared friends' profiles exist in our collected dataset. This resulted in 25 subgraphs. Each subgraph contains the respective user and his/her friends. These 25 subgraphs contains a total of 10500 users.
A. ACCURACY METRIC & INTERACTIONS
In this research, a recommendation is accurate only if it leads to interactions. In our accuracy metric, an algorithm's accuracy of recommending interactive friendships (noted θ ) is defined as follows:
where:
• R i is the total number of interactive friendships recommended by Alg.
• R all is the total number of all friendships recommended by Alg. We consider as an interaction within the social network (i.e., Facebook) any of the two following events: 1) commenting on a friend's post or 2) liking a friend's post. A user is interactive with his/her friend if he/she commented on at least one of that friend's posts. A comment, intuitively, is a stronger type of interaction than a like. Therefore, when there is no comment in a given relationship, at least two ''likes'' must be made for that relationship to be considered interactive relationship. For example, as shown in Figure 2 , user A is interactive with user x because one of the following conditions was met:
1) User A commented on at least ONE of user x's posts.
2) User A liked at least TWO of user x's posts.
B. DATASET STATISTICS
Our analysis of the collected dataset confirmed the findings of the papers mentioned above about the low interactions amongst Facebook's users. To calculate the average percentage of users who interacted with their friends, a key element was the friends size of each profile. Out of the 16624 profiles, 6551 users have their friends list private. Therefore, the dataset statistics presented in Figure 1 is based on the calculation over 10073 users. As shown in Figure 1 , the average percentage of users interacting with their friends is very low. Only an average of 2.45% of users commented on their friends' posts and 13.23% liked their friends' posts. Overall, the average percentage of interaction using likes or comments within our collected dataset is 13.93%. This means that about 86% of the declared friendship relationships are weak.
The dataset contains 478,938 posts created by 16,624 users. Our analysis of the dataset revealed that these posts can be categorized as shown in Table 3 . Even though there are hundred of thousands of posts, the majority fall under one category which is posting personal photos. We acquire this information from posts titles. A post title can be one of the following: 1) ''user name updated his/her profile picture''. interests, e.g., comedies, politics, sports, etc. However, these posts are only 2.2% of the total number of posts.
IV. AN INTERACTION-DRIVEN FRIENDING ALGORITHM WITH OUTGOING EDGES: IDF-O
We have seen that the intention behind the FoF algorithm is to find already known people within a social graph. We have also seen that such intention is key to incentivize users to accept and, eventually, try a recommendation suggested by the recommender system. Therefore, when recommending friendships, FoF is an essential approach because it is built to avoid any user who might be considered as a stranger. During our development of friending algorithms, we ran a set of experiments on a content-based filtering (CBF) algorithm to filter FoFs and recommend interactive relationships. These experiments showed that users' self-reported interests are inconsistent with their real interests and that a CBF approach is not a valid solution to our research problem, i.e., the lack of interactivity amongst declared friends.
Within the context of our collected Facebook dataset, an interaction reflects an interest. An interaction with a post can either be a like or a comment. A like to a post is intuitively an interest. A comment on a post is also an interest even though one could argue that some comments can be negative. We randomly explored our dataset and did not find any negative comments. Of course, negative comments do exist but that was not the case in our scenario. This is because we only take into consideration interactions (i.e., comments) from friends, and negative comments do exist in a general context. Therefore, the interactions between friends are the actions towards their interests. Since we are calculating interactions as an indication of users' interests, the result is an up-to-date non-self-reported interests.
Studies in psychology showed that there is a positive correlation between the closeness 2 of friends and their similarities [23] , [24] . These studies also hold true in social networks because there is a correlation between people's behavior online and their behavior offline. In [25] , the authors reviewed several papers that analyzed Facebook and concluded that online personalities reflect offline (real-life) personalities.
In our IDF-O approach (Figure 2) , the similarities between the target and an FoF are determined by calculating the number of the commonFriends interacted with both x and fof . We discussed in Section III-B that categorizing the content (users' posts), in Facebook, was not possible due to the limited types of posts. Our IDF-O approach identifies the persons whom the target and FoF are interested in regardless of the content created by those persons. The algorithm recommends FoFs to the target only if there are similarities between them.
A. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The pseudo-code of our IDF-O algorithm is given in Algorithm 1:
for each vertex f in friends(x) do 3: for each vertex ff ∈ friends(f ) do 4: if ff / ∈ friends(x) then 5: append(fofs, ff ) 6: for each vertex fof in fofs do 7: commonFriends = friends(x) ∩ friends(fof ) 8 :
for each vertex c in commonFriends do 10: if c interacted with (x and fof ) then 11: interactiveCounter + = 1 12: if counter < 4 then 13: remove(fofs, fof ) return fofs
The IDF-O algorithm takes user x and the social graph as arguments. It starts by generating the set of x's friends-offriends (fofs). Lines 3 and 4 ensure that the generated fofs list contains user x's friends-of-friends who are NOT already friends of x. Then, the algorithm considers every fof in the fofs set to determine whether the fof would have an interactive relationship with user x or not. This is done by the following four steps: 1) Generate the commonFriends of x and fof by calculating the intersection of their friends. 2) Iterate on every user c in the commonFriends set. If c interacted with both of x and fof , then interactiveCounter is increased by 1. This keeps track of the number of commonFriends whom x and fof interacted with. 3) If both x and fof interacted with a least 4 commonFriends, then fof remains in the fofs set. Otherwise, fof would not be considered as a possible interactive friend of x and, consequently, will be removed from the fofs set. 
4)
After iterating on the last fof , the algorithm will return the modified fofs set which only contains possible interactive friends-of-friends. The parameter ''4'' used in the algorithm is the algorithm's threshold which controls the intensity of the filtering process. This parameter is the least number of interactive commonFriends to qualify a friendship connection between x and FoF. In other words, it is the least number of similarities between x and FoF to approve a friendship recommendation between them. When this number (4) is increased, the accuracy of the algorithm (θ (Alg)) increases but the total number of recommendations decreases. For example, lowering the parameter to 3 results in a higher number of recommendations with a lower θ(Alg) while increasing the parameter to 5 results in a lower number of recommendations with a higher θ (Alg). Figure 3 , shows a graphical representation of the algorithm's results of recommending interactive and weak connections using different values of the threshold.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Both IDF-O and Facebook approaches are tested on the same set of users (10500). The valdiation methodology of the experiment is explained in Section VII-A. The IDF-O algorithm recommended 2888 recommendations. Out of the 2791 interactive relationships, the algorithm recommended 1486 interactive connections which is 53.24% of the total percentage of available interactive connections. This result can be improved if a higher number of users' commonFriends profiles were publicly accessible. The algorithm was able to recommend 76.42% of all interactive connections when the number of accessible commonFriiends was at least 30.
Overall, as shown in Figure 4 , out of the 2888 connections recommended by our IDF-O algorithm, 1486 of them were of interactive relationships. This means that the accuracy of our IDF-O algorithm to recommend interactive connections (noted θ ) is:
This accuracy of IDF-O is significantly higher than Facebook's FoF accuracy which is 0.26. The percentage VOLUME 7, 2019 of recommending weak relationships (1-θ ) is reduced from Facebook's 0.74 to 0.49.
V. AN INTERACTION-DRIVEN FRIENDING ALGORITHM WITH INCOMING EDGES: IDF-I
We explained and evaluated our IDF-I approach in [26] . Simply put, the IDF-I algorithm determines the similarities between the target user and an FoF by calculating incoming interactions from x and fof to the same commonFriends.
In [26] , we tested the IDF-I algorithm on recommending interactive friends to a given user. In this paper, we reevaluate our IDF-I algorithm with recommending interactive connections between x and fof , i.e., where interactions can come from x and/or fof . Table 4 summarizes the results of the experiments on IDF-I and IDF-O. The validation methodology of the experiments is explained in Section VII-A. The accuracy of a recommendation is measured by the likelihood of the recommended connection becoming an interactive relationship.
Although our IDF-I recommended a higher percentage of interactive connections than IDF-O, The interactive connections generated by IDF-O are not necessarily generated by IDF-I. There are interactive connections recommended by IDF-I which are not recommended by IDF-O and vice versa. IDF-I recommend fewer recommendations than IDF-O which is why IDF-O was able to find more interactive connections than IDF-I. However, the accuracy of IDF-I is higher than that of IDF-O because IDF-O recommends a considerably higher number of weak connections than IDF-I. A possible approach to maximize the accuracy while maintaining the higher number of interactive connections recommended could be to combine the results of both algorithms. This, however, would create conflicting recommendations since an interactive connection generated by one algorithm might be generated as weak by the other algorithm. This leads us to our optimal algorithm where we use a k-means clustering approach to take advantage of both of our Interaction-Driven Friending approaches, IDF-I and IDF-O.
VI. A CLUSTERING-BASED INTERACTION-DRIVEN FRIENDING ALGORITHM: CIDF
In this section, we present our clustering-based interactiondriven friending (CIDF) algorithm (Algorithm 2). In this approach (Figure 5) , commonFriends are the unidirectional bridges for interactions that help us identify an interactive connection between x and fof . First, we identify the interactive commonFriends of x and fof . Then, we take into consideration the intensity of interactions that are incoming to and outgoing from those commonFriends.
There are two advantages of CIDF over the two IDF approaches:
1) CIDF effectiveness is independent of the number of commonFriends. This means that CIDF is independent of the IDF algorithm's threshold. This is because CIDF calculates the intensity of interactions regardless of the size of commonFriends used for that calculation. The IDF approach calculates the number of interactive commonFriends.
2) CIDF combines both IDF approaches into one
approach where incoming and outgoing interactions are calculated.
Every fof is plotted according to their (a, b) values where:
• a is the number of incoming interactions to common Friends(x, fof ) from x and fof • b is the number of outgoing interactions from commonFriends(x, fof ) to x and fof Then, using k-means, we cluster all fofs and the lowest interaction mean cluster contains weak connections which will not be recommended. The algorithm's pseudo-code is given in Algorithm 2.
for each vertex f in friends(x) do 4: for each vertex ff ∈ friends(f ) do 5: if ff / ∈ friends(x) then 6: append(fofs, ff ) 7: for each vertex fof in fofs do 8: commonFriends = friends(x) ∩ friends(fof ) 9:
I initiated = 0 10:
for each vertex c in commonFriends do 12: if (x and fof ) interacted with c then The initial steps (3 through 6) of our CIDF algorithm compute user x's fofs who are not declared friends with x. In this approach, we compute the total number of interactions that have been exchanged between commonFriends and both of the target user and the fof.
1) In line 2, we initiate a matrix M which will eventually contain the matrix input of the k-means clustering algorithm. 2) Then, we iterate on every fof in the set of fofs.
3) Within the for loop (in line 7), we start by calculating the commonFriends of users x and fof and we reset two variables I initiated and I received . 4) Then, we iterate on every c in the calculated set of commonFriends.
5) Within this loop (in line 11), first we check if both
x and fof interacted with c and we calculate the total number of these interactions and add them to I initiated . This keeps track of the number of interactions that both x and fof initiated toward c (incoming interactions). 6) Second, we check if c interacted with both x and fof and we calculate the total number of these interactions and add them to I received . This keeps track of the number of interactions that c initiated toward x and fof (outgoing interactions). 7) In line 18, at the end of the first iteration of the loop (starts in line 7), the algorithm would have calculated the first row of matrix M . The row consists This calculated matrix represents one case study out of 25 different case studies. 8) In line 19, the calculated M is passed with the number of clusters k to k-means(). 9) In line 20, we delete every fof who is represented in the cluster with the lowest interactions mean. The clusters with higher interactions mean represent fof users who have a higher probability of forming interactive relationships with user x. 10) Lastly, our CIDF algorithm will return the modified set of fofs. The number of clusters (k) depends on the calculated matrix (M ) of user x. Every user x is a special case. The levels of interactivity amongst user x's fofs is different from user to user. Having a fixed number of clusters is impractical. The co-ordinate of the centroid (the mean) of a cluster is based on the interaction intensity of the fofs in that cluster. The highest mean cluster holds fofs with the highest interactions mean which yields the highest probability of forming interactive connections. When the number of clusters is fixed with k = 2, the algorithm will result in the highest accuracy but the lowest number of recommended connections. This is because the higher mean cluster contains fof users who have considerably high levels of interactions with commonFriends(x, fof ). However, the number of interactive friendships detected is still very low because the majority of fofs with a high interactivity rate, but still less than those in the high mean cluster, are in the ''lower'' mean cluster. When the number of clusters (k) is increased, more higher mean clusters are initiated and the mean of the lower mean cluster is decreased. This is because more of fofs with higher interaction intensity move away from the lowest mean cluster to higher mean clusters. Therefore, in our CIDF algorithm when the interaction intensity of the lowest cluster mean is still high, we recall the k-means() algorithm with a higher number of clusters (k + 1). The CIDF algorithm stops recalling k-means() when the interaction intensity of the lowest mean cluster is as low as 10.
VII. EXPERIMENT
Our collected Facebook dataset consists of 25 subgraphs with 10500 users' profiles. Each subgraph has a ''center'' user (the target user) whose friends' profiles all exist in our dataset. The algorithm takes the social graph (dataset) and the 25 target users as input. We test our CIDF algorithm using our collected dataset and compare it with Facebook's FoF algorithm. Similar to our experiments on IDF-I and IDF-O, both CIDF and Facebook approaches are tested on the same set of users (10500).
A. VALIDATION METHODOLOGY
To accurately validate our algorithm, we will not use a list of FoFs of a given target user. This is because, in our algorithm, the FoFs do not have relationships with that user and, as a result, have no prior history of interactivity with that user. Instead, we use another approach to accurately validate the proposed algorithm. In this approach, we run the algorithm on each of the 25 users to recommend friendship connections from their already declared friends list who are also FoFs. For example, in Figure 5 , user M is a friend of user x and also a FoF of user x because both x and M are friends of user J .
The algorithm has access to the relationship between user x and J and the relationship between M and J . The algorithm has no access to the direct relationship between x and M . Simply put, to the algorithm, user M is only an FoF of user x and we are using the actual friendship between x and M only to validate and measure the accuracy of our IDF algorithm.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In our experiments, we measure the accuracy of a friendship recommendation by its likelihood of becoming an interactive relationship. Overall, out of the 2497 connections recommended by the CIDF algorithm, 1475 of them were of interactive relationships. This means that the accuracy of the CIDF algorithm to recommend interactive connections is:
As we can see in Table 5 , the accuracy of CIDF is higher than the accuracy of IDF-I (0.57) algorithm, IDF-O (0.51) and Facebook's FoF (0.26). The percentage of recommending weak relationships (1-θ ) is reduced from 0.74 to 0.41 which is better than both of the IDF algorithms. As shown in Figure 6 , Out of the 2791 interactive relationships, CIDF recommended 1475 interactive connections which is 53% of the total percentage of available interactive connections. Out of the 7758 weak connections within the dataset, the algorithm only recommended about 13% (1022 weak relationships) in comparison to 14% and 18% recommended by IDF-I and IDF-O algorithms respectively.
Each case presented in Table 6 , CIDF algorithm recommended a higher percentage of interactive friends than Facebook. The CIDF algorithm was able to find considerably more interactive connections in cases 25, 18 and 10 than IDF algorithms. As we explained in Section VI, this is because our CIDF algorithm is independent of the number of commonFriends and the target users in these three cases have a limited number of available commonFriends. The number of k clusters depends on the input. About 70% of our experiments on the 25 subgraphs required only 2 clusters and 20% required 3 clusters. Detailed results of the experiments are shown in Table 6 . Figure 7 shows examples of clusters plots from the CIDF experiments. In most cases, the lowest mean cluster in each of the 25 experiments contains more users than the number of all users within the high mean clusters. This is not visible in Figure 7 below because most of the users in the lowest mean cluster are concentrated very close to the centroid.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Recommending a higher number of interactive connections can impact the overall accuracy of our IDF algorithms. As we have seen from our experiments on the IDF approaches that the IDF-O algorithm found 61 more interactive connections than the IDF-I algorithm. To find those connections, IDF-O recommended 316 more weak connections than IDF-I which affected IDF-O's accuracy. Our CIDF approach is able to overcome such a limitation by taking advantage of both of our IDF algorithms using k-means clustering algorithm. Figure 8 represent a comparison summary about the overall results of the Faccebook's FoF algorithm and our three algorithms IDF-I, IDF-O and CIDF.
In this paper, we identified and proposed a solution to the problem of lack of interactivity amongst connected users in online social networks. We also showed that the problem is caused by the fact that existing friending algorithms focus solely on generating easily accepted friendship connections. We developed an algorithm that generates easily accepted connections, but with a higher probability of leading to interactions. Our CIDF algorithm was able to recommend more than double the interactive friendships generated by Facebook's FoF algorithm. About 87% of the weak connections recommended by Facebook's FoF algorithm were also detected by our CIDF approach. By lowering the number of weak connections and increasing the overall percentage of interactive connections, more posts from interactive friends can be noticed. This leads to more interactions in online social networks. Our CIDF algorithm is built with the intention to offer meaningful relationships to users. These are relationships with a higher probability of exchanging communications and interactions which, in essence, is the ultimate purpose of a meaningful friendship.
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